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1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational statements are widely distributed in the literature of the 
physical sciences. When such statements are used to derive equations of 
motion, the meaning of the “8’ operation is sufficiently standard that there is 
little possibility of error. However, when variational statements are used to 
derive constitutive relations, the situation is not altogether clear. There 
appear to be several distinct meanings that can be attached to the “6” opera- 
tions in the process of mining constitutive relations from a variational state- 
ment, and each of these meanings leads to a distinctive class of results that 
have little in common one with another. The basic problem appears to be 
that due care must be exercised in giving precise qualifications as to what 
function space is used as the domain for the process under study. 
The purpose of this paper is not to accept or reject variational statements 
or even classes of variational statements; rather, we address ourselves to 
questions of inferences which can be drawn from given classes of such 
statements. We have found the need for extreme care in such matters in the 
course of our research, and have had to return to them over and over again 
in order to resolve apparent contradictions. The results given below are 
accordingly presented with the hope that our findings will be of interest, and 
use, to others. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let D be an open, arc-wise connected, simply connected point set of 
n-dimensional number space E,, , and let D* denote the closure of D with 
respect to the Euclidean topology of En . We assume that D* is compact with 
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n-dimensional volume measure V(D*) and that 9, i = l,..., n is an admissible 
Cartesian coordinate cover of En .r The boundary, aD*, of D* is assumed to 
be a smooth (rz -- I)--dimensional surface in E, with the possible exception 
of a finite number of edges and vertices. The differential element of volume 
measure is denoted by U(x) and the differential element of directed surface 
measure at all points of regularity of aD* is denoted by (&3,(x)}. 
A careful examination of the various inferential schemata associated with 
variational statements has led us to the conclusion that it is the structure of 
the underlying function space which is the basis upon which arguments of 
convenience are distinguished from arguments of logical inference. We there- 
fore find it incumbent on us to define the function spaces at the outset. 
Let {QJ-} (x) d eno e t an iV-tuple of functions that are defined and of class 
Cl on a set fi, where D* C fi and b is open in E, . With the usual definitions 
Pr + yi-164 = cw (4 + {~l-~(x), (2.1) 
~%-@rl(4 = (%-I PI-1 (X)? I’ not summed, (2.2) 
where 01~ (P = l,..., N) are numbers, the collection of all such N-tuples 
forms a linear space. This linear space is converted into the normed linear 
space Bl(D*; N) by imposing the uniform convergence norm on the func- 
tions and their derivatives: 
(2.3) 
where 
We introduce the space Bl(D*; N) because this normed linear space is a 
natural choice for the study of N-tuples of Cl functions and because it is 
the domain of the classical calculus of variations (i.e., Lagrangian field 
mechanics). 
For a complete discussion of variational processes in the extended context 
demanded by constitutive theory, the function space .9,(D*; N) is inadequate. 
Roughly, this is due to the fact that use of L@,(D*; N) as the domain for a 
variational process demands that variation and differentiation are commuting 
operations. This has, as we shall show, disastrous consequences in a variational 
formulation of constitutive theory. In order to consider variational processes 
1 If the need arises, the reader can easily modify the above assumptions so that D* 
is a compact, arc-wise connected, simply connected subset of an n-dimensional 
differentiable manifold with inner and outer orientation. We have chosen the above 
structure since it is sufficient in most contexts in which variational statements are 
employed. 
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which do not commute with differentiation,2 we introduce another function 
space. Consider the set of all N(n + I)-tuples of functions {ul, , O,,} (x) 
which are defined and continuous on B. Addition and scalar multiplication of 
such functions are defined in the usual way: 
$5 + k-3 knr + knr:. (4 = &r , knr> (4+ $‘r ,knd (4, (2.4) 
@r~r 9 Pmr@mr> (4 = (ol, YAni-) vr3 %-I (4, 
(m, r not summed), 
(2.5) 
where q, plnr (m = l,..., n; r = I,..., N) are numbers. Thus, our set of 
functions becomes a linear space. On this linear space we define a norm of 
uniform convergence: 
wr 9 %i-Ill = f 
I 
max I y&)/ + f max I @,A4 . 
I 
(2.6) 
T=l Ti%=l 
We denote the resulting normed linear space by V(D*; N(n $- 1)). 
If {@jr} is an element of Br(D*; N), then (@jr, a,@,} is an element of 
%?(D*; N(n + I)), and we have 
llm-Ill = lIPi- ? %@rIll * (2.7) 
Accordingly, if we define B(D*; N(n + 1)) to be the subset of 
SF(D*; N(n. + 1)) delineated by the restriction 
vi- 3 %r> (4 = Pi- 3 %Lw (x), Pr} E %(D*; W, (2.8) 
then (2.8) defines a norm-preserving “immersion” of gl(D*; N) in 
%(D*; N(n + 1)). Th ere are two points that must be noted concerning 
the “immersion” of Bl(D*; N) in V(D*; iV(a + 1)) as the subset 
9(D*; N(n + 1)). F’ t us , we cannot a priori test whether a given element of 
%(D*; N(n + 1)) belongs to .9(D*; N(n + 1)) since the functions {@,,> 
are only assumed to be continuous. Thus, we are unable to determine whether 
or not the integrability conditions of the restriction (2.8) are satisfied.3 
2 We need to consider such processes when we wish to perform independent 
variations of the functions and of their derivatives. 
3 If one wished, it could be assumed that the {?Pr}(x), in {Y’r , Omr}(x), are C’ 
functions, but then one gains really nothing since the completion of such a collection 
with respect to the norm (2.6) gives us just the collection V(L)*; N(n + 1)). The only 
real change would be obtained by an alternative choice of the norm, and any such 
change would destroy the norm-preserving property of the immersion of 9i(D*; N) 
in Q(D*; iV(n + 1)). The reader is invited to experiment here if he so chooses, for the 
authors would heartily welcome a more restrictive choice of the function space that 
suffices to get the desired results. 
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Second, we note that Q(D*; N(n + 1)) is not closed under scalar multiplica- 
tion in W(D*; N(n + l)), as defined by (2.5). However, 9(D*; N(n + 1)) is 
closed under the restriction 
Prnr=ffr, m = I,..., n, W) 
of scalar multiplication in V(D*; N(n + 1)). In fact, this restriction on 
scalar multiplication in %(D*; N(n + 1)) is just the image of the scalar 
multiplication (2.2) in 5B1(D*; N) that obtains under the immersion of 
Br(D*; N) in %(D*; N(n + 1)). We find it convenient in certain instances to 
identify &(D*; N) with 9(D*; N(n + 1)) and to view .9r(D*; N) thereby 
as a subset of %(D*; N(n + 1)). 
Let L(xk, Zr, xmr) be a function that is defined and of class Cs on the 
(n + N + nN)-dimensional point set 
G=D* xE,xE,, 
of E, x EN x EnN. The following notation is found convenient in what 
follows: 
When the elements ,ZA and xTcn are themselves functions of position, we shall 
write 
(2.10b) 
D”r(L 1 zA , Xkn) [x] “2’ aL(xk’ ~~;;;k;“‘“k’). (2.1 lb) 
The function L serves to define a functional on V(D*; N(n + 1)) through 
J2Wr > %adl CL) = j,, Wk, ylybk), @mrW>) w4. (2.12) 
Since 9r(D*; N) may be viewed as a subset of %Y(D*; N(n + I)), the same 
function L serves to define a functional on gl(D*; N) through 
J1[{@r>l (L) = j,, L(x”, @I@“)> %@I-(~“>> w4* (2.13) 
It is essential to note that Jr and Js are completely different functionals-they 
are defined on different spaces. However, we observe that the restriction of 
Ja to the subset 9(D*; N(n + 1)) is just J1 . The important point here is that 
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Jz is defined on a “bigger” function space than is J1 . Hence, J1 and Ja have 
different definitions of continuity and differentiability. 
At this stage, we have assembled a mathematical structure which is suffi- 
cient to generate three types of variations, all of which are obtained from one 
function L. First, we consider J1 which is defined on &(D*; N). Let (Qr} 
and {&} belong to .CSl(D*; N), then the linear approximating functional 
(FrCchet derivative) of Jl[{C+ + &-}I (L) with respect to the norm (Eq. (2.3)) 
on .SSl(D*; N) is denoted by 6, J1: 
h[Pr + h-r31 CL) = J@rll CL) + S,Jl + 4lbM), (2.14) 
hJ,Prh 64 CL) = s,, VW I @z > W?d [xl 4144 
+ Dmr(L I @z 9 4h) bl %ddx>> W4. 
(2.15) 
The summation convention is understood to apply in (2.15) and in all 
subsequent equations. Second, we consider Jz, which is defined on 
%(D*; N(n + 1)). Let {Ur , O,,> and {#r , B,,r} belong to V(D*; N(n + l)), 
then the linear approximating functional of J2[{Yp + $r, O,, + em,}] (L) 
with respect to the norm ((2.6)) on V(D*; N(n + 1)) is denoted by t&J,: 
J&yi- + Y& > %r + k,dl CL) 
We may describe the third variational process in two ways. One such descrip- 
tion is simply to take the values of (2.17) when the domain is restricted by 
{Yr , O,r} E~(D*; N(n + I)), i.e., when (Yr , 0,) = {ar, a,@,}. HOW- 
ever, since Jr is the restriction of Jz to B(D*; N(tz + I)), we can say that 
the third variational process amounts to taking the linear approximating 
functional of J1 in the space %(D*; N(n + 1)). Formally, we write 
J&@r + A-, h@r + ~w->l (L) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
wd38/I-5 
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It is evident that we follow the customary nomenclature when we say that 
(2.154, (2.17) and (2.19) define three types of variations, all of which are 
obtained via one function I,. We remark that the notation (2.10) and (2.11) 
has been introduced in order to make the necessary distinctions between 
(2.15), (2.17), and (2.19). However, the important point to be noted here is 
that the origin of the differences between the three variations (2.15), (2.17), 
and (2.19) reside in the assumed structures of the normed linear spaces that are 
used to construct each of these variations. It is obvious that the linear approx- 
imating functional (i.e., derivative) of a given functional changes drastically 
when the normed linear space is changed-even though there is no change in 
the function L that appears in the definition of each of the functionals under 
study. 
3. VARIATIONAL FORMALISM AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
As stated in the introduction, our concern in this paper is with the infe- 
rential structure associated with variational statements. Accordingly, we do 
not concern ourselves with the physical motivations or derivations that lead 
to variational statements, but rather pick up the argument at the point where a 
“free” variational statement has been announced. The assumption of a “free” 
variational statement, of course, implies that any constraints have been 
accounted for by the standard Lagrange multiplier technique or by a suitable 
choice of the “independent” descriptors (Dr} (x).” With this in mind, we 
deem it eminently reasonable to consider the function L to be defined on the 
whole of G, as in the previous Section. 
The following variational statement appears to encompass a large class of 
variational statements that are encountered in the derivation of equations of 
motion. 
(i) Given a function L defined on G and given two collections of func- 
tions {F} (x) and {Pr} (x) defined 
B,(D*; N) such that 
on D*, find all elements {Fr}(x) of 
(3.1) 
holds for all (&,} (x) EC~~(D*; N). 
4 For example, in classical continuum mechanics, the independent variables are 
taken to be the reference configuration coordinates and the Lagrangian description is 
used. The independent descriptors are then the functions defining the map of the 
reference configuration into the current configuration. Thus, one does not have to 
constrain the variations so that they are consistent with the conservation of mass since 
the mass density descriptor is the reference configuration mass density function which 
is an assigned function of the reference configuration coordinates and is thus un- 
changed under variations of the current configuration. 
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Remark 1. The “choice” of the normed linear space that appears in the 
above statement is not really open to choice, for we must be able to distinguish 
values of both+,(x) and &,&-(x) at any given point P : {xc} E D* if the Lagran- 
gian function L is to give a functional from which point-wise equations of 
motion are to obtain. 
Remark 2. The classical calculus of variations usually involves a state- 
ment such as (3.1) that must hold only for those elements {&-} of 9r(D*; N) 
that vanish on the boundary of D*. In continuum mechanics, stress boundary 
data precludes such requirements, and one obtains the requisite stress bound- 
ary conditions from the “natural boundary conditions” associated with (3.1). 
We have accordingly required (3.1) to hold for all {dr} (x) E 9$(D*; N). There 
is no real difficulty here, for it can be shown that an appropriate choice of L 
(addition of an appropriate element of the null class of the Euler-Lagrange 
operator) can always be made so that the Euler equations are unchanged 
while the boundary data can be changed at will.5 
We now proceed with the standard argument. When (2.15) and (3.1) are 
combined, we obtain the condition that 
must hold for all {&r> E~$(D*; N). S ince &&(x) is uniquely determined 
once &-(x) is chosen, #Q(X) and a,+,( x are not independently chosen func- ) 
tions. After an integration by parts, however, (3.2) becomes 
which must hold for all {&} E&(D*; N). I n order that this result obtain, 
however, the functions (Tmr) (x) must be such that a,Pr(x) are continuous 
and that {tr} (x) be such that &Dmr(L I F,, , a,FJ [x] are continuous 
recall that L has been assumed to be a C2 function on G). If these assumptions 
are weakened whereby there can be finitely many (n - I)-dimensional 
6 This is discussed in detail for linear systems in Ref. [l, pp. 38-401. The extension 
to nonlinear systems is immediate. 
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surfaces in D* on which the derivatives under discussion are discontinuous, 
then there will arise additional surface integrals in (3.3) over these surfaces of 
discontinuity. We have chosen here to ignore the possibility of surfaces of 
discontinuity since they are not immediately germain to the questions under 
study in this paper and because they can be accounted for by the reader, if 
the need arises, with little difficulty. On the other hand, if the derivatives 
under discussion do not exist, then we either have to quit at this point or 
consider (3.3) in the modified form that obtains under its extension to distri- 
butions. We choose to ignore such complications in this paper. 
Now, the set of all elements of 9?i(D*; N) that vanish on aD* constitutes 
a linear subspace of LSl(D*; N). Thus, since (3.3) must hold for all 
%4 E%(D*; W, t i must hold for all {&) that vanish on aD*. The funda- 
mental lemma of the calculus of variations thus gives us the requirements 
which must be satisfied by (@} (x) at all {A+> ED. If we write 0 
an(x) = %n(x> q4, (3.5) 
where {n,} (x) is the field of outward oriented unit normal vectors to aD* 
in E,, then we can again apply the fundamental lemma of the calculus of 
variations to (3.3) when this expression is reduced by (3.4). From this we 
deduce the requirements that either 
or 
must hold at all points of aD*, where {gr} (x) is a given element of &(D*; IV). 
We thus arrive at the following result: 
Condition (i) is satisfied if and only if (1) {Qr} (x) satisfies the Euler 
equations (3.4) at each point of D, (2) {$+} (x) is’ such that either (3.6) or 
(3.7) hold at each point of aD*, and, under the continuity assumptions made 
here, (3) {tr} (x) is such that amDmr(L 1PA , a,@,) [x] are continuous 
throughout D and {Pr) (x) is such that a,Pr(x) ire continuous through- 
out D. 
The reader should carefully note that the set of functions {Tr) (x) that 
satisfies the Euler equations, (3.4) and the boundary conditions (3.6) or (3.7) 
may be vacuous. It should further be noted that, upon obtaining functions 
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Fr(x) that satisfy the above conditions, the relations (3.4) only hold for such 
functions. In other words, (3.4) is a system of equations for the determination 
of (Qr} (x). We note that (3.4) can not be used as a system of relations that 
serv& to define the T's as is the desired situation in constitutive theory. 
4. VARIATIONAL STATEMENTS AND CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS 
It often happens that variational statements are used to derive, or to 
motivate, constitutive relations rather than equations of motion. Usually, 
the effect of such a variational statement is to demand that the “generalized 
forces” be “derived from a potential”. Whether or not the enunciated varia- 
tional statement is arranged to give such information concerning constitutive 
relations is often in doubt, at least to the present authors. In this regard, we 
leave it to the reader to interpret a given variational statement according to his 
own taste. Our concern here is solely with the mathematical conclusions 
which may be drawn from a specified set of assumptions. 
We already know that the function space 9JD*; N) is the natural choice 
for the variational formulation of the equations of motion. Thus, it seems 
reasonable to expect that the same function space provides a suitable domain 
for the discussion of constitutive relations. It turns out that this is not the 
case, as we now show. 
Suppose that we attempt to extract the constitutive theory from the follow- 
ing variational statement? 
(iia) There exist functions L, {F) and {Tmr) defined on G such that, for 
each {Dr} E .Ql(D*; N), 
holds for all {&} E C&(D*; N). 
With the help of (2.19, (3.9, and an integration by parts, we may show 
that (4.1) leads to 
B We draw the attention of the reader to the differences between (3.1) and (4.1). 
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which must hold for each {Qr) ~9r(B*; N) and for all {+r} ~9r(G*; N) 
Of course, (4.2) only applies when a,TVLr[x] and 8,Dmr(L / @,, , a,@,)[~] 
are continuous throughout D. The fundamental lemma of the calculus of 
variations now gives the result: 
Condition (iia) is satisfied if and only if 
(1) DV I @jn , a,@,) [xl - Wmr(L I @, , &Pi,) [xl = Tr[x] - %Pr[x] 
(4.3) 
holds for each {@,-} E%%,(D*; IV); 
(2) Tmr[xl i a,,* 4x> = D”“V I 6 , WG) [xl I aD* n,(x) 
holds for each (!DF} EB~(D*; N) restricted to t3D*; 
(4.4) 
(3) %Jmrbl and %PV I @n 7 WA) bl 
are continuous throughout D.7 
(45) 
Hence, Condition (iia) does not lead to a set of constitutive relations in the 
usual sense. To get a set of “usual” constitutive relations, we need N(rz + 1) 
identities between L, {F}, and (Tmr). Here, we have only N identities (4.3) 
together with N boundary identities (4.5). Th e cause of the trouble is readily 
seen to be the choice of gl(D*; N) as the underlying function space. More 
specifically, when a variation is taken in &(D* : N), the variation and dif- 
ferentiation commute and we are unable independently to vary the coefficients 
of P[x] and Tmr[x] in (4.1). It transpires that a variational formulation of the 
constitutive theory requires a different choice of function space in which we 
perform the variation process. The most obvious candidate is 
%(D*; N(n + l)), and we consider the following hypothesis: 
(iib) There exist functions L, {F}, and {Tmr} defined on G such that, 
for each (Yr , O,,} E %'(D*; N(TZ + l)), 
(4.6) 
holds for all (#r, e,n) E %(D*; N(n + 1)). 
An elementary substitution of (2.17) into (4.6), together with the fundamental 
lemma of the calculus of variations shows: 
’ These continuity assumptions can be relaxed in the obvious manner so as to include 
the case where the quantities (4.5) have jump discontinuities across a finite number 
of surfaces. 
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Condition (iib) is satisfied if and only if the functions L, {P), and { Pr} 
are such that 
TTxl = D=(L I u’, > %A) La (4.7) 
T-q] = D”T(L 1 Y/j ) O,,) [x] (4.8) 
hold for each {ul, , O,,} E V(D*; N(n + 1)). 
It is thus seen that Condition (iib) leads to a usual set of constitutive 
relations. However, we see from (4.7) and (4.8) that Condition (iib) is 
unnecessarily strong, for in practice we only need to know the equivalent of 
(4.7) and (4.8) when 
pr 9 %r) = Pi-, w3-1. 
We may therefore arrive at the usual results with a weaker hypothesis: 
(iic) There exist functions L, {P), and { Pr} defined on G such that, 
for each {Dr} E Br(D*; N), 
(4.9) 
holds for all {#r, Bmr} E V(D*; N(n + 1)). 
It is readily shown that: 
Condition (iic) is satisfied if and only if the functions L, { Tr}, and Tmr are 
such that 
T=[x] = Dr’(L I @A , W/i) b], 
Tmr[x] = Dmr(L [ O/, , r3,@,) [x] 
holds for each {@r} ES~~(D*; N). 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
5. FURTHER INFERENCES 
At this point, it is evident that there are significant and important differen- 
ces between the conclusions obtained from the hypothesis (iia), namely (4.3), 
(4.4), and (4.5), and the conclusions obtained from hypotheses (iib) and (iic), 
namely (4.7), (4.8) and (4.10), (4.11). Th ere are certain additional inferences 
and contrasts which we wish to point out. 
First, the system (4.3) is only a system of N relations among the 
1 + N(n + 1) functions L, {Tr}, and (Tmrj, which is further constrained by 
the requirements that the N boundary conditions (4.4) hold and that the 
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quantities (4.5) be continuous. Specifically, Tr and Tmr are not separately 
related to L, but rather only the forms Tr - a,T’mr are related to L by (4.3). 
On the other hand, (4.7), (4.8) and (4.10), (4.11) give systems of N(n + 1) 
relations whereby Tr and Tmr are separately related to L. 
Second, if one, or a subset, of the T’s vanishes identically, then (4.7), (4.8) 
or (4.10), (4.11) may be used to prove that L is independent of the corre- 
sponding argument, or arguments. For example, if T3’ vanishes identically, 
then (4.8) implies that L is independent of the argument @a, , while (4.11) 
implies that L is independent of the argument &CD’. This is an essential 
aspect of constitutive theory, for it allows a specification of the arguments 
of L in terms of the nonidentically vanishing T’s that occur in either (4.6) 
or in (4.9). On the other hand, if T7 - a,Tm7 vanishes identically, 
one can not conclude from (4.3) and (4.4) that L is independent of either CD, 
or &D7 . Rather, all that can be concluded is that L’s dependence on @, , 
arrLQ7 must be in terms of an element of the null class of the Euler-Lagrange 
operator with respect to 4’ .* 
We remark that all of the results obtained here continue to hold when the 
function L contains integrals of the functions Qr, a,@r or of the functions 
yr P @ntr as arguments. Thus the same conclusions obtain in the case of 
both the local calculus of variations and the nonlocal calculus of variations [l]. 
Finally, we note that if each of the variational equalities discussed here is 
replaced by a variational inequality, then the respective conclusions are 
unaltered. 
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